JEFF SKILES
COMMENTARY / CONTRAILS

The Historical Flight Foundation provides a glimpse back into the Golden Age of Air Travel with its restored 1958 DC-7B.

Birthday Flight
Experiencing a bygone era
THE BEAUTIFUL SKIES OF the last few days have been chased away by
a low overcast deck and intermittent rain showers as occasional
squalls move through the area. But, it will take more than a little of
South Florida’s liquid sunshine to dampen the spirits of the lucky
passengers assembling in the small terminal building.
The Historical Flight Foundation operates a DC-7B that first
flew in January 1958. Painted in the soaring eagle Eastern Air
Lines livery of the 1950s, the DC-7 is an aerial museum of history,
and today we will be flying it to Charlotte, North Carolina, and
the Carolinas Aviation Museum, the airliner’s
new winter home.
Not one of the passengers, however, could possibly be more
excited than me, because not only is today my birthday, but this also
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will be my leg. With the ink still fresh on my
new DC-7 Second-in-Command Type
Rating, I’ll be flying the DC-7 from the right
seat.
READYING THE FLIGHT

The excitement is palpable in the crowd as
the aircraft is tugged in front of the glasswalled terminal building. Fortunately the
rain stops just in time for the passengers
to mill around in groups below the sheltering wing. They soak up the nostalgia for
a few moments—viewing the DC-7
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reflected in the puddles on the ramp and the
windows of the terminal—before they begin the
long climb up the tall air stairs to their seats in
the cabin.
Capt. Frank Moss is already up in the cockpit
readying the plane for flight. Frank undoubtedly
has more experience with radial engine transports than anyone else on the planet after decades
of flying cargo in remote areas.
As I climb into the cockpit, Frank brings forth
his first few witticisms of the day. He has a mischievous sense of humor, and he’ll say the most
outrageous things in his understated South
Carolina drawl.
I settle into my seat and look around trying to
soak up the moment. The cockpit of the DC-7 is
a maze of levers, gauges, and switches, most of
which I now actually know how to operate.
While we prepare for the flight, the passengers
happily take their seats as Karyle and Maureen,
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Flight Engineer Greg Day sits between Capt. Frank Moss (L) and First Officer Jeff
Skiles (R), where he controls the engines from the back of the pedestal above.

two former Eastern Air Lines flight attendants, resplendent in their former Eastern
uniforms, give them the safety briefing.
A FLIGHT ENGINEER’S AIRPLANE

Greg Day, our flight engineer, shoehorns
himself into the companionway between
the radio racks. Greg is a big man who more
than fills the jump seat. The DC-7 doesn’t
have an engineer’s panel, so Greg sits
between Frank and me. The mixtures, carb
heats, gear, flaps, and hydraulic shut-off are
located on the back side of the pedestal
where he can operate them easily.
Greg’s huge fist engulfs the power levers
in-flight, making the four 3,250-hp Wright
3350 turbo-compound engines behave as
one. Mere pilots never touch Greg’s engines.
Pilots ask Greg for every power setting.
Departure time is upon us and Frank calls
to start the no. 3 engine first. No. 3 is the
inboard engine on my side. I yank my window
open and stick my head out ready to count
blades. The massive propeller begins to turn
as Greg taps the primer and squeezes the
starter switches together. As the propeller
makes its complete rotation, I call out “Four”;
after the second rotation I call “Eight.” At the
call of “Twelve” Greg rotates the mag switch
to on, hits the ignition boost switch, and
begins wiggling the throttle. The engine
erupts in a spewing cloud of oil smoke as the
Wright chugs along first on a few cylinders
and then roars to life as all 18 join the chorus.
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We move on and do the same for four,
two, and one, and then we sit and warm the
oil while listening to their throaty rumble.
The before takeoff checklist is easy,
as are all the checklists. Greg pretty
much does everything. Pilots only have
to accomplish the tasks that Greg can’t
reach with his long arms…which aren’t
many. I thought a Boeing 727 was a first
officer’s dream job, but this is even better;
all you do is fly. After Greg performs the
run-up, Frank taxies us out onto the
runway for takeoff.
The overcast still glowers overhead, but
the rain has stayed away. I hold the brakes
and command, “Field barometric.” Greg
puts his massive paw over the throttles
and stabilizes the engines at 30 inches of
manifold pressure. There are two sets of
throttles on the pedestal so that the pilot
always has control of one set for aborts and
the flight engineer has control of the other.
EXPERIENCING THE GOLDEN AGE

Once the engines are all singing in unison,
I release the brakes and command, “Max
power.” The airplane gathers itself for
flight and it accelerates down the runway.
Frank calls out, “Airspeed alive, 80 knots,
and V1.” And I say “My yoke.” Then Frank
calls out “V2,” and I haul mightily on the
yoke with both hands as if I am lifting the
plane into the heavens with my own muscle. The incredible stiff controls respond,

and we leave the runway behind, although
it happens so smoothly it’s hard to tell.
“Positive rate, gear up.” Greg snaps the
gear lever up, and we begin the slow agonizing climb-out. Once the gear are in the
wells I call out “METO power” for the first
power reduction.
At 400 feet and 145 knots, we begin
nursing the flaps up 10 degrees at a time.
With each change we let the heavily loaded
aircraft settle, recover, and climb again.

The cockpit of the DC-7
is a maze of levers, gauges,
and switches, most of
which I now actually know
how to operate.
Slowly it accelerates to 185 knots, “Climb
power, climb check.”
The slow flat climb takes us to 7,000 feet
as we try, in vain, to top the clouds. In its
day the DC-7 could cruise at 300 KTAS
burning 500 gallons per hour. This morning, though, we have no need to rush. The
point of this flight is to allow the 50 passengers in back to experience a bygone era. We
don’t want to shortchange them by getting
to Charlotte too soon.
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At level off I call, “Cruise power, cruise
check,” and Greg pulls the engines right back
to 130 BMEP (brake mean effective pressure), and we loaf along at 185 knots.
The overcast skies give us a bumpy
ride to about midway up the Florida coast
when we suddenly break out into the clear.
Cruising at 7,000 feet in smooth air we can
now begin the fuel mixture leaning process.
The engines have been running in autolean until now, but Greg talks me through
the manual leaning procedure. Each engine
is stabilized at 130 BMEP for our low
power cruise. BMEP is another gauge, like
a manifold pressure gauge, that measures
engine power. Greg wants to run the
engines 10 percent lean of peak. One at a
time I push the big mixture levers on the
back side of the pedestal toward the floor
until we register only 117 BMEP, then I
push the throttle back up to 130. Repeat
three more times, and we’re done.
A SOCIAL OCCASION

This is a social occasion, so it’s time for me to
go back and pay attention to the clientele.
Eddy takes my place as I step back into the
cabin. Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger’s been
handling the passengers, and they are ravenous for pictures and to have my signature join
his on their boarding passes and their really

Jeff talks to Joe Castiglioni during the flight. The trip was very social, with passengers spending most of the time out of their
seats mingling with each other and the crew, enjoying snacks, and peeking into the cockpit.

handsome-looking flight certificates. Wish I
had one, but today I’m just crew.
It takes me about 40 minutes to make
my way to the back of the airplane, where
to my surprise Karyle and Maureen have
placed some candles (unlit) in a few
muffins and I am serenaded with
“Happy Birthday.”
Yesterday, I was presented with my
brand-new temporary pilot certificate bearing

a DC-6 and DC-7 Type Rating by Verne Jobst,
longtime EAA board member and designated
pilot examiner in all manner of piston engine
transport aircraft. Apparently while typing up
my certificate, he had noticed that today happened to be my birthday, and by day’s end he
had shared that information with pretty much
the entire world.
I make my way back to the front, where
Eddy graciously gives up the first officer’s
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We cross the threshold, and Greg
begins easing back on the throttles as I feel
for the runway. A good landing in the DC-7
is a combined effort between the pilot and
the flight engineer. Not once have I
touched the power on this entire flight.
Today, our partnership works out as we
make one of those “are we there yet, don’t
ask me to do it twice” landings. I let it roll
down the centerline stripe, more stunned
than anything else at how well the landing
worked out.

At such low power settings I don’t
ask Greg to reduce the power; I just
crank the trim wheel forward and start
a 500 fpm descent.
Charlotte is a US Airways hub and I’ve
been here literally hundreds, maybe even
thousands of times over the years. Landing
on 36R is like coming home for me, but
never have I come here in grander style.
We level at 3,000 feet. I call, “110
BMEP.” Greg reduces the power and the
speed begins to bleed off.
BRINGING IN AN OLD BIRD

TOP: Like any good radial, the No. 2 engine is spewing
oil. Normal oil consumption is 3-1/2 gallons an hour and
each engine holds 48 gallons of oil. ABOVE: Maureen pours
mimosas in the rear galley.

seat. We have about 100 miles to go, and it’s
good to sit in the first officer’s seat and listen to the Wrights rumble for a while
before beginning our descent.
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At 187 knots we can begin using the
flaps to slow up. “Flaps 10,” and then
“Flaps 20.” At 170 knots, “Gear down,
landing checklist.” Greg complies with
all of this.
I’m approaching the runway at 150
knots. A bit fast, our VREF is 115, but I’ve let
the DC-7 get high on approach. “Flaps 30,
minimum power.” I can handle the speed
right now; the DC-7 has enough drag to
quickly bleed off speed once I get back on
the PAPI glide path.
Tower has stopped departures until
our landing, and the US Airways flights are
lining up on the parallel taxiway. With the
aircraft still high and fast, Frank casually
suggests full flaps. “Flaps full.”

A good landing in the
DC-7 is a combined
effort between the pilot
and the flight engineer.
Not once have I touched
the power on this
entire flight.
The only steering tiller is on the captain’s
side, so Frank takes over to taxi the DC-7
to the ramp. Fire trucks have come to frame
the taxiway and shoot water over the airplane as we approach the ramp. Frank
suggests I open my window to get a “better
look at those trucks.” Following the directions of my captain, I have my window
yanked open and my head sticking out
before I realize I’ve been had. Fortunately
Greg slams it shut before I get a bath.
Once at the ramp, the big props spin to a
stop as Greg cuts the engines, and
I wave to the crowd that has amassed for
our arrival. The end of a perfect flight and
a perfect day. Fifty-two years old, and certainly my best birthday yet.
Jeff Skiles, EAA 336120, has been a pilot for 34 years
and has almost 21,000 hours logged. He is EAA Young
Eagles co-chairman, owns a 1935 Waco YOC cabin
biplane, and was first officer on US Airways Flight 1549,
the Miracle on the Hudson.
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